February 2015 Agenda/video timeline

February 2015

00.00  Intro
02.00  Action list recap and review, What are Action Lists?
       Powerpoint overview of Action Lists and their use.
       Finding what you want
       Creating an Action List and the options for use in detail
       Creating an Action List to downsample images
       Tips on usage
22.00  Creating an Preflight Action List to find if a particular font(s) is used in
       a document
       Finding a Google font (Roboto) that is reported as causing issues
       Adding a regular expression to an Action List
       Logging as a warning/error
       Using Log selection to make a customised error message
       (without PitStop 13)
26.25  Incorporating an Action List into a Preflight Profile and using it.
28.00  Creating an Action List to find Spot Colors that are described in Lab color
       space (CS6 onwards)
       Description of an ‘alternate color space’ and what it means
       Explanation of the issue and how it affects PDF output
31.25  Looking at the options for the above in a Preflight Profile.
       Making an Action list to find a specific alternate color space
       (non-cmyk or gray)
       Using ‘log selection’ for a specific preflight error message
35.25  Showing the Color Picker and the installed Pantone Libraries
36.30  Importing a Color Swatch from Adobe Applications in the PitStop Color
       libraries (.ase file)
39.30  Avoiding False ‘Clicks’ on a Digital Device - how to flag potential problems
       that could cause these.
40.35  Using the Preflight Profile
       (checking number of separations/check for color ‘all’)
42.35  Checking for Rich Black/4-color Black objects
44.20  Converting a specific Rich Black CMYK color to another specific
       Rich Black CMYK color
45.50  Question: How to check for Ink Coverage (TAC/TIC)
       Explaining Page vs Object and the other options for this Check.
46.45  How to find the required ink usage for a job
       i.e. how much ink will be needed to print it
       Also explains how to turn off some details in the preflight report
49.20  How to generate a preflight report from the Preflight Inspector
       and a brief overview of the different available reports.
       Explanation of Ink usage report
51.00  Finding a highlight dot of a minimum size that might disappear on plate
       or press (also sometimes called a ‘scum dot’).
54.00  Note about Action Lists being uploaded to the Linkedin Group.
55.00  Selecting objects in a specific region with an Action
56.00  Wrap up and details on submitting questions for next session